Speaking Psalmic — Part 5

Recap
We have come a long, long way in
our study of the Psalms …
Over the past few weeks we have
looked closely at how Hebrew poetry
works — using the acronym PIC

Recap
As we remember, the acronym represents
the three primary literary techniques,
namely …
Parallelism, Imagery, Conciseness
The Hebrew poets were ‘artists’ who
painted PICtures with words

Recap
We left off last week introducing imagery
Imagery uses figures of speech and word
plays, where …
The words represent a literal reality, but
the words themselves are used figuratively

Recap
Said differently — The poets are
conveying ‘literal truth’ using ‘figurative
language’
Our job in interpretation is to grasp the
reality and emotion being conveyed by
the figurative language …

Recap
Allowing us to both experience and
understand the reality
In order to do this — We need to
understand the “figures” the Hebrew
poets use, which …

Recap
Leads us to this weeks lesson
There are a number of figurative
devices that the poets use, which …
We will organize under into four
categories

Recap
Figures that use analogy (i.e. comparison)
Figures that use substitution
Figures that use repetition (formerly amplification)
Figures that use omission

Starting with figures that use analogy we
have ‘6’ distinct devices

Figures Using Analogy
Simile
This is the simplest and clearest expression
of comparison
Its clues are the words like or as, and …
It expresses an explicit comparison between
two different things

Figures Using Analogy
Similes come in multiple flavors …
Simple similes — Song 2:2; Ps 42:1 [turn]
Paired similes — Micah 1:4 [turn]
Serial similes (3 or more) — Hos 13:7-8
Simile “commentary” — Jer 17:7-8

Metaphors

Figures Using Analogy
A metaphor is the simile’s kissin’ cousin
Metaphors make a direct comparison stating
that one thing is or represents another thing …
The formula ‘A is B’ is an easy way to think of a
metaphor — and ‘as or like’ are implied
Note Ps 84:11a — “The LORD God is [as] a sun and
[as] a shield

Figures Using Analogy
Psalms of trust or confidence often employ
metaphors — note Pss 23:1; 27:1; 46:1

Indirect analogy is another — more subtle
form of comparison, where …
There are no explicit markers and the analogy
goes ‘straight to the image’ the poet wants to
paint, and …

Figures Using Analogy
Assumes the reader can, and will, make the
comparison on his/her own
For example — turn to Ps 22:16a
“Dogs have surrounded me …
The “dogs” represent the Psalmist’s ‘enemies’

Similarly — look back at vv. 12-13

Figures Using Analogy
Summarizing the three — If a poet
wanted to make a comparison
between God’s wrath and a storm …
A simile would say: The wrath of the LORD
is like a storm

Figures Using Analogy
A metaphor would say: The wrath of the
LORD is a storm
An indirect analogy would say: The storm
of the LORD will burst out in wrath

Three other figures of comparison are
common and related — they are …

Figures Using Analogy
Personification, whereby …
Human features are attributed to inanimate
entities
For example — Pss 24:7; 98:8; Isa 1:2; 55:12

Anthropomorphism, whereby …

Figures Using Analogy
God is represented with human features &
activity
For example — turn to Ps 34:15-16
The LORD does not have literal eyes, ears, or a face
Rather they reflect The LORD’s attentiveness
towards the righteous and His opposition to
evildoers

Figures Using Analogy
A companion of anthropomorphism is
anthropopathism, which …
Attributes human emotions to God
As some of human emotions are also
attributes of God — e.g. God is love — is a …
Reality and not a figure of speech

Figures Using Analogy
Alternatively, God expressing human
emotions such as “The LORD was sorry
that He had made man” (Gen 6:6) …
Is a figure of speech, where God …
Condescends to communicate with us using
emotions that we can relate to

Figures Using Analogy
In every instance — God’s embodiment of
the emotions is both greater and purer than
any human equivalent!

Finally there is zoomorphism
Whereby non-human images are attributed
to God

Figures Using Analogy
Take for example — Pss 63:7b; 91:4a-b

As with the secondary forms of ≈ism,
personification, anthropo…, and
zoomorphism —
Often co-exist with simile, metaphor
and indirect analogy

Figures Using Analogy
Take Ps 23:1 for example …
The LORD is my Shepherd
It employs both metaphor (i.e. a direct
comparison) and anthropomorphism (i.e.
casting God in a human role) — thus is …
The beauty and complexity of Hebrew poetry

Figures Using Substitution
The point of the figures in this category is
to …
Substitute an ‘image/figure’ related to an
idea, object, or action ‘for’ the idea,
object, or action itself
In other words …

Figures Using Substitution
Something related to the idea, object,
or action is substituted for the idea,
object, or action itself
With substitution, the figure is literal
— but there is more to it

Figures Using Substitution
For example — Ps 88:11 says …
“Will your lovingkindness be declared in the grave,
Your faithfulness in Abaddon?”
Both grave and Abaddon are ‘real substitutes’ for a dead
person who cannot extol God’s attributes

Quick quiz — What form of ≈ism do we
have in Ps 88:11?

Figures Using Substitution
Incomplete (i.e. concise) affirming
parallelism

As with analogy, substitution uses
multiple devices, including …
Metonymy, synecdoche, and merism

Figures Using Substitution
Metonymy …
Uses (i.e. substitutes) one word for another
Turn to Prov 6:16-17
16There

are six things which the LORD hates,
yes, seven that are an abomination to Him:
17Haughty eyes, a lying tongue,
and hands that shed innocent blood,

Figures Using Substitution
There are ‘3’ metonymies in this verse
— Can you identify them and what
they represent?
Haughty eyes = Pridefulness
Tongue = Speech
Hands = Action

Figures Using Substitution
Do you remember the secondary
form of ≈ism that Prov 6:16-17
exhibits?
Numerical Parallelism

Prov 12:19 provides another example

Figures Using Substitution
Truthful lips will be established forever,
but a lying tongue is only for a moment
Lips and tongue are metonymies for speech
As physical organs associated with speech,
they are “real substitutions” for wholesome
and unwholesome talk

Figures Using Substitution
Next we have synecdoche …
Which uses a part to represent the whole
Note Ps 44:6
For I will not trust in my bow,
Nor will my sword save me.
Bow and sword are substitutes for “weapons”

Figures Using Substitution
We find another example in Prov 16:31
A gray head is a crown of glory;
It is found in the way of righteousness
The synecdoche — ‘gray head’ is a distinguishing
feature of an “old person!”
Old people are “crowns of glory” — This also uses
a figure using analogy — which one?

Figures Using Substitution
A METAPHOR!!

So as you can see — the poets pile devices
upon devices quite masterfully

The final device is called a merism
A close cousin to synecdoche, a merism …
Uses two opposite parts to represent the whole

Figures Using Substitution
Turn to Ps 1:2 …
But his delight is in the law of the LORD
And in His law he meditates day and night
Day and night represent the concept — “all the
time” or maybe “continually”

Ps 91:5-6 combines synecdoche and merism

Figures Using Substitution
5 You

will not be afraid of the terror by night,
or of the arrow that flies by day;
6 Of the pestilence that stalks in darkness,
or of the destruction that lays waste at noon.
Note the words — terror, arrow, pestilence, and
destruction — are synecdoches that collectively
represent all know sources of fear
Terror = fears of the mind; Arrow = fears of war …

Figures Using Substitution
Pestilence = Fears of sickness
Destruction = Fears of annihilation

And then the merisms of night/day in v. 5, and
darkness/noon (i.e. midnight, mid-day) in v. 6
representing again all the time, or …
There is no time when you should be in fear

A final, and scary favorite, is Ps 139:2

Figures Using Substitution
You know when I sit down and when I rise up;
you understand my thought from afar.
This merism indicates that all of our activities, all
of the time — are known to God, which …
Is both a comforting and a scary thought!

This leads us to our next category …

Figures Using Repetition
As the name suggests, these devices
employ repetition of words, phrases,
or sounds
We start with figures of repetition
based on words …

Figures Using Repetition
The first is word repetition in a colon
Turn to Ps 22:1 …
My God, my God, why have you forsaken me?
Realizing this is Messianic (see Matt 27:46), we
feel the plaintiff force behind this plea of Christ

We see another example in Isa 6:3 [turn]

Figures Using Repetition
Next is a refrain
Here we have a repeated line or part of a
line — Turn to Ps 136 …
The “B” part of every line is repeated as a refrain
For His lovingkindness is everlasting

Figures Using Repetition
Another form of repetition is called an
inclusio
Here the repeated phrase starts and ends a
section of text
This technique is use to “group” text as a unit
We see this in Pss 1 and 2

Figures Using Repetition
Ps 1 starts with How blessed …
Ps 2 ends with How blessed …
This inclusio is a grammatical marker that
signals Pss 1 and 2 as a literary unit
Ps 1 speaks to blessing that arises from a
dedication to God’s word, while …

Figures Using Repetition
Ps 2 speaks to blessing arising from God’s
sovereign care for those who ‘rest’ in Him
Together they form an introduction to the Psalms
The use of inclusion is also prominent in the
“Hallel” Psalms — turn to Ps 146
Note how the phrase “Praise the LORD” opens and closes
Pss 146-150!

Figures Using Repetition
A final and vivid example is found in Ps 8 [turn]

A final example of repetition is an
alphabetic acrostic
In an acrostic the same Hebrew letter is
repeated at the beginning of each stanza or
verse in the order of the Hebrew alphabet

Figures Using Repetion
The classic example is Ps 119 [turn]
Not only do the 22 stanzas follow the order of the
Hebrew alphabet, but also …
Each of the ‘8’ lines that make up each stanza also
start with the same successive Hebrew consonant
SHOW THE HEBREW TEXT - NEXT SLIDE

Figures Using Repetition
The second category of repetition arises
from repeated sounds
I mention these only briefly as they do
not convey in English translation
There are two primary devices, which …

Figures Using Repetition
I’ll explain with English examples
The 1st is assonance …
Which uses a repetition of vowel sounds
For example — How now brown cow
The purpose is to provide unity, emphasis,
and memorability to the poetic line

Figures Using Repetition
Using another example — The sentence … “I
would rather live under communism than die
in a nuclear war”
Would be far more striking and memorable
spoken as …
“Better dead than red”
Picking up on the “e” an “ea” vowel sounds

Figures Using Repetition
The 2nd is alliteration …
Which uses a repetition of consonants
For example — Peter Piper picked a peck of
pickled peppers …
Again, the goal of the technique is to bring a
sense of unity, emphasis, and memorability

Figures Using Repetition
You often “hear” me use alliteration with
teaching outlines

To the extent that Hebrew poetry
shows evidence of rhyme …
Both assonance and alliteration would
be examples

Figures Using Omission
Our final category of figures of
speech is …
Figures using omission
The literary devices in this category
— as the name suggests — use …

Figures Using Omission
Some form of omission to accomplish
their purpose
The three primary devices are …
Ellipsis
Which drops a word or words in one part of
the poetic line

Figures Using Omission
Ellipsis can be used on its own, but is most
often a means for keeping lines concise, by …
Omitting words they would expect the reader
to supply
We have already seen multiple instances of
this, so we will move to …

Figures Using Omission
Aposiopesis
Which is when you break off a spoken
thought with sudden silence
It’s slang name is a — “pregnant pause”
With this device, the unfinished sentence
is left to the imagination of the reader

Figures Using Omission
The writer or speaker gets the unit of
thought started — then leaves it unfinished
For a Scriptural example — turn to Ps 6:3
And my soul is greatly dismayed;
but You, O LORD — how long?
The EV’s signal the silence with the “—”

Figures Using Omission
The final device is the rhetorical question
Which the “fancy pants” scholars label
erotesis
Guess that’s what they spend all their
time on in PhD school!

Figures Using Omission
A rhetorical question is …
A question where you do not expect an
answer
They are used to lead and engage your
mind and usually to express some kind of
amazement

Figures Using Omission
Turn to Ps 2:1 and note the rhetorical ??
Why are the nations in an uproar,
and the peoples devising a vain thing?
The Psalmist is expressing his utter incredulity
over the futility of resisting God’s sovereignty!
He expects no answer — rather he is expressing
his point by way of a question

Putting It All Together
So this brings us to the end of the
“academic” portion of our study
Which leads us to putting the PICture
together
The tools I have given you allow you to

Putting It All Together
PICk a line of poetry apart and
recognize its structure and literary
devices
This is the first and necessary step for
dealing with any text of Scripture,
which …

Putting It All Together
I call the deconstruction phase
From here we have to reconstruct
the Psalm into its “sense units,” or …
Using the technical term — its
strophes and stanza

Putting It All Together
This is critical because we don’t
interpret meaning in isolation — that
is, line by poetical line …
But rather collectively, grouping
lines with a common idea together

Putting It All Together
The groupings of common ideas form
the strophe, which can be …
Further grouped by a common theme —
which would form a stanza
So how exactly do we do reconstruction?

